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who am i

HELLO
I’m a Technologist who works to build
a better future, the possibility of saving
this world and building new ones excite
me.

While I explore different parts of Earth, I want
to build technologies and an 'Inventor's Toolkit'
that empowers humans build a sustainable
future both on Earth and Mars.

SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON

MARS
BENGALURU

awesome projects

MY WORK
BUZZ

An Artificial Intelligence interface
used to communicate with plants.
This project was showcased at the
White House as a part of SXSW

AUTOMATED
DISASTER STATE
REPORTER
A device that provides visual
updates about disaster situation

Sadly there is not enough Space on Earth or here, more projects on www.rishigb.me

how i make stuff

SKILL
PROGRAMMING

HTML/CSS/JS, NodeJS , Python,
C, C++

CLOUD
Heroku and
AWS

ECOSYSTEMS

Arduino , Raspberry Pi and
Intel IoT

INTEREST

IOT, AI, Design Thinking,
Physical Computing,
Futuristic technologies

life skills

EXPERTISE
PROTOTYPING

I have extensive experience in prototyping products or
building POCs with upcoming technologies not restricted
to Hardware or Software.

STORY
TELLING

I like telling stories that help
people dream bigger and better. I
use stories to help Businesses
connect with their target
audiences

CONCEPT
DESIGN

I help people identify, design and
execute various concepts irrespective
of their domain. I work with my own
skills in engineering, design and user
research in different permutations
and combinations.

MENTORING

I mentor professionals and students to build on their identity
as innovators and Businesses to invent/re-invent ,get through
'brick walls' powered by the full force of their skills and
calculated risks.

check out

MY PROFILE
ACHIEVEMENT 50 top inventors across Earth chosen
AWARDS for IOT Bootcamp at MIT in May 2017
Poly's AI Interface Showcased at
the White House
Intel Software Innovator
25 Under 25 Science and Tech - India
Advisor - IOT Show India Electronics Week
Author of upcoming book Arduino For Kids
Arduino Maker Fellow

professional experience

MY TIMELINE
Trainee Developer BI
Sep 2014 - Aug 2015

2014

Associate Engineer, Strategy and
Innovation
Sep 2015 - March 2016

2015

Engineer,
Strategy and Innovation
March 2016 - Current

2016

trusted by

COLLABORATIONS

get in touch

CONTACT
rishigb.me

rishibhatnagar1@gmail.com

https.. //www.facebook.com/rishigauravbhatnagar

https.. //www.twitter.com/rishigb

https.. //in.linkedin.com/in/rishigauravbhatnagar

